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Comparison between calculations of CDCC and

spherical optical model with deuteron as projectile
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Abstract With the CDCC approach, the reactions induced by weakly bound nucleus deuteron are studied.

By comparing the results from CDCC approach and spherical optical model with our global deuteron optical

potential, we find that it is reasonable and valuable for CDCC approach in a large energy range and nuclei

range.
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1 Introduction

With the prominent development of nuclear sci-

ence§the requirements of the nuclear technology

application to nuclear reaction data, which are in-

duced by charged particle in medium and high energy

range, are increasing, and plenty of corresponding

theoretical and experimental research are appeared.

Presently§related experimental data file and evalu-

ation data library, which are at the primary stage,

have been established in many countries. It shows

great importance for deuteron breakup effects in the

nuclear reaction and structure studies. However,

the analogy calculations on general reaction mech-

anism can not satisfy the (d,xp) reaction spectra.

Then the theoretical research of deuteron reaction

model, development of program and construction of

the data files are especially significant. The contin-

uum discretized coupled channel (CDCC) approach

are widely used for studying weakly bound particle

induced reactions
[1—4]

, so it is necessary to verify the

CDCC approach in a large energy range and nuclei

range by comparing calculations between the CDCC

approach and the spherical optical model with our

global deuteron optical potential[5].

2 Theoretical model of CDCC

CDCC approach is based on the three body

model. For reactions induced by weakly bound nu-

cleus, the components of the incident particle and

the target are considered as the three body, and any

two body interactions among the three parts are in-

cluded. In this work, for deuteron induced reactions,

the interactions of nucleon and target are taken as the

Koning-Delaroche global nucleon optical potential
[6]

,

and the interaction of proton and neutron are adopted

with the Gauss form. Ignoring the spin of target and

deuteron, the Hamiltonian of this three body system

can be described as:

H = KR+Kr+UnA(rnA)+UpA(rpA)+UCoul(rpA)+Vpn(r),

(1)

where

Vpn(r) =−v0 exp[−(r/r0)
2] ,

r = rpA−rnA,R = (rpA+rnA)/2.

the wave functions of the p-n pair satisfy:

(Kr +Vpn(r)−εk)φl(k,r) = 0, εk =
~

2k2

2µr

. (2)
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The total energy of the A+2 system keeps conserved

in the whole nuclear reaction process:

E =
~

2 P 2
0

2µR

+ε0 =
~

2 P 2
k

2µR

+εk . (3)

The elastic scattering angular distribution can be ex-

pressed as:

dσ

dΩ
=

∣

∣

∣
fc(θ)+

1

2 i P̂0

∑

J

(2J +1)e2 i σJ
×

(S(J)
γ0,γ0

−1)PJ(cos(θ))
∣

∣

∣

2

. (4)

There are three parts for the truncation of the

model space: firstly, the distance R of the center of

mass of deuteron and target; secondly, the orbital an-

gular momentum l of proton and neutron; finally, the

linear momentum k of p and n. It was proved
[1]

that

the Rmax =30 fm, lmax =2 and kmax =1.0 fm−1 are

sufficient truncations.

3 Comparison and discussion

Based on the CDCC approach, the influence of

deuteron breakup effect on elastic scattering angular

distribution are studied by solving the system of cou-

pled channel equations. Fig. 1 plots the elastic scat-

tering angular distributions of d+24Mg in the 60—

90 MeV energy range.

Fig. 1. The elastic scattering angular distribu-
tions of d+24Mg. The values from global po-
tential, and this work are plotted with solid
and dash lines respectively, and the solid

points are experimental data
[7]

.

The comparison of elastic scattering angular dis-

tribution of 28Si, 40Ca, 58Ni, 60Ni, 72Ge and 208Pb

is shows in Fig. 2. From the two figures we know

that the values from CDCC theory can basically re-

produce experimental data in 24Mg — 208Pb nucleus

range below 200 MeV. Generally speaking, compar-

ing our results with the results of global potentials,

some fluctuations appear in angular distributions of

CDCC, especially in large angles. These fluctuations

are mainly caused by the different potential of the

two approaches. The global potential includes spin-

orbit parts, and the parameters are obtained with

plenty of deuteron experimental data. However, the

deuteron potential in CDCC approach is folded by

the nucleon potentials, and the spin-orbit potential

is ignored. The most important difference is that

there are not any adjustable parameters included in

CDCC theory, and the coupling of breakup channel

with elastic channel more or less affect the angular

distributions.

Fig. 2. The comparison between calculated
elastic angular distributions with those of elas-
tic scattering data. The meaning of lines see
Fig. 1, and the experimental data are taken
from Refs. [8—12].

Owing to the above reasons, the results of the

global potential are better than those of CDCC ap-

proach, however, the later are reasonable and accept-

able. At the meantime, it can afford an effective way
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to systematically study the contribution of deuteron

breakup to reactions in a larger energy range and nu-

clei range.

4 Summary

The weakly bound feature of deuteron is studied

by considering the coupling of breakup channels with

ground state of p-n pair, and the influence of breakup

effect on elastic scattering angular distribution is dis-

cussed. By comparing the the calculated results be-

tween those from the global potential and those from

the CDCC approach, we can see that, although the

CDCC results cann’t reproduce experimental data

as well as those of global potential, it is also reason-

able in physics. And it is suitable to employing the

CDCC approach to deuteron induced reactions in a

larger energy range and nuclei range.
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